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Microsoft and KPMG

An alliance that fuses technology and business expertise
To help organizations on their digital
transformation journey, Microsoft and
KPMG have a strategic alliance that brings
together leading-edge technologies with
a business-first consultancy approach.
Microsoft offers a broad
portfolio of integrated
technology capabilities that
avoids the challenge of
managing different vendors.
KPMG has extensive crossindustry expertise in delivering
strategic business outcomes.
Together, we build relevant,
value-based solutions to
address our clients’ most
complex problems – with a
focus on the following key areas:

Cybersecurity

Microsoft Business Solutions

We help create a more resilient cloud environment
by centralizing your security monitoring and
incident response capabilities. Combining KPMG’s
strengths in cyber defense and data governance
with advanced Microsoft security technologies
such as Azure Security Center, we can help you to
reduce your security risks while maintaining
control over data.

Through a combination of KPMG’s design-andbuild expertise, plus advanced business solutions
such as Microsoft Dynamics 365, we can drive more
efficiency into front- and back-office operations and
enhance your customer interactions.

Cloud Services
Cloud is transforming business and operating
models, enabling organizations to reap many
cost and flexibility benefits. Together, KPMG and
Microsoft can build highly tailored cloud solutions
based on Microsoft Azure, which incorporate
security, privacy and compliance features to give you
a higher level of protection.

Data & Analytics
KPMG and Microsoft offer an enterprise-grade data
and analytics platform that provides a navigational
tool for business transformation, helping
organizations convert data into actionable insights
that drive growth, savings and strategic value, while
also reducing risk.
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In this executive briefing, we explore the cybersecurity
impact that the COVID-19 pandemic is having on enterprise
organizations across the Middle East and Africa.
We will consider how enforced workplace restrictions have accelerated
digital transformation, cloud adoption, and remote working—and how
the rapid rise of new cyber threats requires organizations to refocus
their security strategies around identity.
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The seismic shift of 2020
The global societal and economic cost of
the COVID-19 pandemic has yet to be fully
realized, with the recovery forecast not in
months, but years. The impact on business
operations is set to be just as long-lasting.

The seismic shift of 2020

Many organizations quickly put
measures in place to adhere to social
distancing, which have – on the whole –
proved the case for remote working.
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These may be unprecedented times,
but a clear precedent has now been set
for organizations to move to modern,
digital, flexible workplaces.

Final thoughts

The data backs this up. Remote office work
increased by 70% between February 4 and April
7, 2020 as a result of COVID-19 prevention
measures.1 Prior to the outbreak, just 30% of
employees worked remotely at least part of the
time, but this figure jumped to 81% by April 2.2
In practical terms, this has seen a massive
spike in virtual conversations on platforms like
Teams, Zoom and Slack. People have embraced
digital tools to collaborate more effectively in
real time with their colleagues, using online
documents, notebooks, whiteboards, and screen
sharing. There has been a collective energy to
try out new ways of working and not let physical
distancing be a barrier to productivity.
From an organizational perspective, IT teams
have been working exceptionally hard,
at pace, to enable remote working.

https://www.carbonblack.com/2020/04/15/amid-covid-19-global-orgs-see-a-148-spike-in-ransomware-attacks-finance-industry-heavily-targeted/
https://www.computerweekly.com/news/252481579/Coronavirus-More-than-two-fifths-of-employees-likely-to-continue-remote-working-after-pandemic
3
https://home.kpmg/xx/en/home/insights/2020/05/securing-the-new-reality.html
1
2

They have been rolling out the apps and tools
people need to get their work done, provisioning
people’s own devices so they can access corporate
resources remotely, and moving services to the cloud
to take pressure off their on-premises infrastructure.
The urgency around the COVID-19 pandemic
has compelled digital transformation projects
to be completed within just weeks, which
might otherwise have taken years.

However, in doing so,
companies have taken
security risks that they might
never have accepted in other
circumstances3—which is a
heightened danger at a time
when cybersecurity threats
have also increased.
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Prior to the outbreak,
just 30% of employees
worked remotely at least
part of the time
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but this figure
had jumped to 81%
by April 2.
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A rapid rise in cyber threats
While the pandemic has brought
about a positive spirit of cooperation,
collaboration, and resourcefulness across
society and business, we have also seen
the inevitable flipside—with criminals
and opportunists using the pandemic to
exploit vulnerabilities.
As the number of employees who work
remotely increases, the home IP addresses
associated with an organization scales.4
This has expanded the attack surface
for criminals, exposing organizations to
a diversity of threats such as phishing,
fake apps, trojans, backdoors, crypto
miners, botnets and ransomware.

New workstyles, new threats,
new priorities
Final thoughts

Since the outbreak, there has been a reported
increase in the volume and sophistication of
cybercrimes and cyberattacks conducted by nation
states, organized groups and individual hacktivists.5
Europol has observed that cybercriminals were
actively recruiting collaborators in the early weeks
of the crisis to orchestrate large-scale phishing
campaigns and maximize the impact of their attacks.6
As expected, much of this activity is specifically
related to COVID-19, with spikes in Coronavirusrelated spam. They often employ social
engineering techniques, using sophisticated
pattern-of-life analyses to entice potential victims
to open emails and click on malicious links or
attachments.7 They seek to exploit people’s
desire for information about the pandemic or
to buy goods such as protective masks.
There have also been phishing schemes related
to government relief programs in North America
and Europe, which attempt to extract bank details
from citizens as they apply for financial support
payments.8 Insider threats exist too—ranging from
call-center workers cloning customers’ card details
to investment traders colluding for personal gain,
away from the watchful eye of supervisors.9

https://www.bitsight.com/blog/identifying-unique-risks-of-work-from-home-remote-office-networks
https://www.bdo.com.au/BDO_AU/media/Insights/PDF/BDO-Cyber-Threat-Insights-Report-April-2020.pdf
6
https://www.europol.europa.eu/sites/default/files/documents/report_beyond_the_pandemic.pdf
7
https://www.mimecast.com/globalassets/cyber-resilience-content/100-days-of-coronavirus-threat-intelligence.pdf
8
https://fullfact.org/online/coronavirus-phishing-scam/
9
https://home.kpmg/xx/en/home/insights/2020/05/securing-the-new-reality.html
10
https://www.carbonblack.com/2020/04/15/amid-covid-19-global-orgs-see-a-148-spike-in-ransomware-attacks-finance-industry-heavily-targeted/
11
https://cloud.google.com/blog/products/identity-security/protecting-against-cyber-threats-during-covid-19-and-beyond
4
5

In March, ransomware
attacks increased

%
148

over baseline
levels from February.10
In April, Gmail blocked

M
18

daily malware and phishing emails,
plus more than

M
240

daily COVID-19 spam messages.11
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Regional readiness
Across the Middle East and Africa, many
organizations had already begun their
digital transformation journey prior to the
outbreak. The benefits of moving from
on-premises infrastructure to cloud services
were widely acknowledged, and migration
strategies were already commonplace on
the business agenda.
According to a Riverbed survey in early 2020,
29% of organizations in the Middle East had
already completed migration of workloads to
the cloud, with a further 31% still in progress,
and an additional 20% planning to migrate
within the next two years.12

What we are seeing in the region now is a rapid
acceleration of those plans. Globally, Microsoft
has seen two years of digital transformation
activity from customers in just two months.13
In March, 35% of firms across the Gulf
Cooperation Council were already planning
to shift to remote work—with 45% of those
planning to do so universally for all employees.14
The urgent requirement to provide users with
remote access to business-critical services was
underlined in Riverbed’s findings, where 77%
of organizations said it is ‘very important’ to
optimize connections to cloud applications like
Microsoft 365.15

In early 2020

%
29

of organizations in the
Middle East had already
completed migration of
workloads to the cloud...
with a further

%
31

still in progress...
and an additional

%
20

Final thoughts

planning to
migrate within the
next two years.

hthttps://www.riverbed.com/gb/press-releases/riverbed-research-reveals-cloud-and-network-readiness-of-uae-enterprises-as-organizations-adopt-work-from-home-model.html
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/blog/2020/04/30/2-years-digital-transformation-2-months/
14
https://www.utilities-me.com/news/15249-37-of-uae-firms-shift-to-remote-work-due-to-covid-19
15
https://www.riverbed.com/gb/press-releases/riverbed-research-reveals-cloud-and-network-readiness-of-uae-enterprises-as-organizations-adopt-work-from-home-model.html
12
13
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Regional readiness
A changing security perspective
As this transformation continues at pace across the
region, there will be an equally rapid security adjustment.
As applications and services move to the cloud,
security strategies will move with them. Organizations
that operate a traditional on-premises approach
will increasingly adopt the built-in controls of their
cloud tools.
This will be a major cultural change for many security
teams, who have spent years protecting a physical
infrastructure with a well-defined network edge.

They will now face the altogether different challenge
of safeguarding a distributed cloud network,
characterized by thousands of end points (both
corporate and personal devices), virtual desktops
and VPN connections.
VPNs that support split-tunneling, coupled
with a secure cloud service endpoint, can help
optimize performance for remote users. However,
the approach of using VPNs to access certain
applications may only be a short-term necessity, as
organizations look to modernize and move those
applications to the cloud.
To maintain control over sensitive company
data and mitigate evolving cybersecurity
threats in the new landscape, security teams will
need to embrace proven cloud security tools
and adopt new processes—such as remote
provisioning—to get workers set up appropriately
when they can’t physically be at the office
to collect equipment or receive training.

Instead of defining borders at the edges
of a building, the new normal is to provide
for protections that are as close to the
data as possible—i.e. protection and
tracking that lives on the data and on the
device where they are consumed.

In March, 35% of
firms across the Gulf
Cooperation Council
were already planning
to shift to remote work—
with 45% of those
planning to do
so universally for
all employees.
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Essential security steps for the new reality
Organizations that encourage remote working or operate a hybrid
home-office model need effective security controls, including:
•
•
•
•
•

Email and web security
Regular patch updates
Monitoring of shadow IT
Fraud detection algorithms
Bespoke tools to monitor home-working tasks
However...
the most important security step for organizations to get right
is identity and access management, which we will explore
further in the next chapter.
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Security starts with identity
The cloud era is fundamentally changing
how businesses think about security. The
focus point of protection is no longer the
physical network. As traditional network
boundaries expand into the cloud, the
starting point of security now must be the
identity of your users.
This will give you the assurance that the right
people are accessing the right resources and
doing the right work. Following these five
principles will help you implement a robust
identity strategy, fit for fully remote or hybrid
home-office working.

Final thoughts

Embrace open standards
In a virtual working world of different devices, apps,
and services, it is important that your approach to
identity management supports open standards.
For example, standards like OAuth 2.0, OIDC,
and SAML enable single sign-on across apps
and clouds, no matter what device users are
working on. Similarly, SCIM enables automated
user provisioning, and new standards from the
FIDO alliance make signing in more secure.
Choosing an identity solution with APIs and protocols
that support these open standards, such as Azure
AD, will future-proof your security strategy for the
evolving changes and challenges of remote work.

Tap into new technologies
The first line of defense in a
cloud-based, virtual landscape
should always be identity.

A simple first step to mitigating security risks is
to enable multi-factor authentication (MFA). This
is proven to reduce credential-based breaches
by more than 99 percent. MFA asks the user for
an additional form of identification during signon, such as a code that’s sent to their registered
mobile phone or a scan of their fingerprint.

While MFA is highly secure, users often get frustrated
with the additional security layer, on top of having to
remember their passwords. Another option is the use
of FIDO (Fast Identity Online) security keys, which—
in combination with the WebAuthN standard—can
eliminate the use of passwords altogether. FIDO is
an open standard for password-less authentication,
allowing users to sign in using an external security
key or a platform key built into a device.
Zero Trust is another security model to specifically
address the risks associated with cloud migration
and a remote workforce. Within a Zero Trust
architecture, all users and devices—both inside and
outside the corporate network—are assumed to
be untrustworthy. Based on the principle of “never
trust, always verify”, access to resources is only
granted after the user’s identity and the health of
their device has been assessed and approved.
To minimize friction for users and further simplify
the identification process, organizations can also
tap into machine learning algorithms, which—
when deployed at scale in the cloud—can process
trillions of data points every day to learn each user’s
behavioral patterns and flag any authentication
attempts that are abnormal or high risk.
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Security starts with identity
Strengthen and automate your governance

Insist on one holistic solution

Move to decentralized identity

Having strong governance procedures in place is
essential for keeping on top of identity security. But it
can be a daunting task when dealing with thousands of
users. Granting access is the easy part, but remembering
to remove it when people leave or change roles can be
more of a challenge.

If you adopt a modular approach to identity, using
different solutions from different vendors, there will
inevitably be gaps and vulnerabilities.

Everyone in an organization should feel that their
personal data is secure and private. This can be
achieved by giving people ownership of their own
digital identity.

Identity systems should automatically provision and
deprovision access to resources, based on a user’s role,
location, and business unit. Employees and partners
should be able to request access when they need it, and
get a fast and accurate system response.
Administrators should be prompted to review access
permissions regularly, specifically when people change
roles. And all these processes should be driven and
informed by machine learning and AI that constantly
monitors for unusual patterns and unrecognized risks.
The level of available data and visibility provided by
these identity provider technologies simply cannot
be matched by on-premises systems, however it
does require the organization to adopt a whole new
operational approach to identity.

In contrast, choosing one holistic solution that
supports all applications and different identities
will provide full security and control—and more
assurance over your critical corporate data.
With a completely integrated identity and access
management suite, you’ll have a single place to
manage and protect the identities of all employees,
business partners, and customers—plus all the
resources they need to access.

By augmenting your identity system with the
principle of ‘decentralized identity’, you can
empower users and organizations to have greater
control over their data.
With a self-owned identity that integrates into their
daily lives, users can choose what they share and
with whom—and when necessary, take it back.
Instead of granting broad consent to countless
apps and services and spreading their identity data
across numerous providers, they will have a secure,
encrypted digital hub where they can store and
manage their identity data.
Microsoft is actively collaborating with members
of the Decentralized Identity Foundation (DIF),
the W3C Credentials Community Group, and the
wider identity community to develop standards and
unlock new experiences for Decentralized Identity.
Together, we are developing a unified, interoperable
ecosystem on which developers and businesses can
build a new wave of products, apps, and services
that put users in control.
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Microsoft Azure Active Directory helps staff
at a global transportation company based
in Dubai to collaborate as virtual teams and
access applications in the cloud—securely.

One of the world’s largest container logistics
companies, which operates across 120 countries, needs
to keep customer data safe to maintain the trust of its
diverse global client base.

As part of a business drive shift to reduce its
on-premises footprint, the company has moved
its legacy HR system to a SaaS solution. Azure
AD gives employees a secure and easy way
to sign-in and access their information. It also
allows HR teams to manage the identities of
remotely located contractors for short periods.

Following a cyberattack in 2017, the firm chose to implement
the Identity Protection and Conditional Access tools in
Microsoft Azure Active Directory. These provide visibility
on threats and risky behavior, and make it easy to provide
conditional access for each user.

“Moving to Azure AD not only
simplified administration tasks but—
and most importantly—removed a
lot of cybersecurity concerns.”

Changes can be activated quickly and seamlessly in the
background, so users experience no disruption to their
work. It’s an integrated intelligent approach to identity that
enhances the company’s data protection and adds further
security to its global operations.
“Working with Azure AD, we had an excellent
tool that allowed us to reconfigure our identities.
We were then able to look at what applications
those users were able to access. In the past, we
probably had too much freedom, but with Azure
AD we were able to tailor that access.”
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New workstyles, new threats, new priorities
As we have seen, the health crisis is
accelerating the digital transformation of
the workplace. It is now a global imperative.
Business leaders across the Middle East
and Africa are embracing digitalization and
cloud adoption—and there are many strong
security tools, identity technologies, and
governance policies available to help mitigate
security concerns and cyber risks.
However, with the threat landscape
evolving at pace, it is important to embed
dynamic and adaptive security into your
permanent enterprise strategy.
Here are four key trends that will shape
the landscape moving forwards:

Automating the security function

Aligning security to business goals

By bringing together disparate data sets, and
improving the management and accessibility
of enterprise information, security teams
can start to automate various tasks—such as
user authentication and threat detection.

Security risk models are often misaligned with
the business strategy, operating in IT-driven
silos. They tend to plan for worst-case scenarios,
whereas most incidents have a relatively minor
business impact. As a result, organizations are
starting to reassess their cybersecurity spending—
and seek greater value by ensuring controls are
embedded end-to-end across the business.

For example, AI and machine learning will
automatically verify that remote employees
are who they say they are, and detect if they
have a virus on their computer or if they
have recently opened a phishing email.
Automating your first and second lines of
defense via the cloud means that threats can
be addressed without a human having to
do that work. It is more cost effective too.

This new approach requires an ongoing dialog
between security and business teams. For example,
promoting ‘privacy by design’ will encourage
DevOps teams to build security directly into
new applications and services. This will move
cybersecurity away from being an IT-driven
function, towards a business-led function.
Organizations will also seek opportunities
for cybersecurity orchestration, using robotic
process automation and workflows to automate
manual tasks. New models for third-party
security will be required too, allowing for
dynamic risk management and scoring, and
better tracking of supply chain stresses.
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New workstyles, new threats, new priorities
Enhancing digital trust

Strengthening resilience across teams

For remote workers to remain productive and
engaged, it is important that they have a smooth
and convenient experience when accessing systems
and resources. This is especially important when
competing for the top talent, who will be more drawn
to employers that offer the best working conditions.

Historically in an enterprise, the disconnect between
IT and security has impacted overall operational
resilience. There has often been a time lag in IT teams
sharing an up-to-date threat list, so security teams
know which infrastructure components to scan.

A balance must therefore be struck between managing
security and reducing employee friction. For example,
while it’s important to verify who is requesting a
password reset, it can be frustrating for the user if they
have to wait for a code to be sent to a different device.
As seen earlier, there are frictionless alternatives.
Machine learning can be used to understand a user’s
unique characteristics and behaviors, and shorten the
authentication process. There are also password-less
technologies, such as security keys and biometrics.
The goal is to establish the right level of digital
trust for different scenarios. By aggregating the
data you have on each user, you can decide which
authentication steps will provide both the smoothest
user experience and the requisite level of security.
For regular daily tasks, the sign-in process could be
short and simple—whereas for atypical processes, you
could add in more steps to provide extra assurance.

This challenge is heightened as IT assets move to the
cloud and new services can be provisioned far quicker.
It is more important than ever to get different teams
on the same page, and operating at the same pace.
The key will be to move from long-term, slow-moving
security strategies, to small, fast, incremental projects.
Security must be built directly into the development
stage of every IT deployment, so it is inherent in your
software code and not bolted on after the fact.
Building a culture that is open to innovation
and experimentation will attract the right cloud
security talent for the future. This will enable you
to build high levels of resilience against evolving
cyber threats in all areas of your business.

Quick wins for secure
remote working today
Here are some practical steps you can
take now to help employees remain
productive when working remotely,
without increasing your cybersecurity risk.
• Enable an official ‘chat’ tool for your
organization, so employees know
where to congregate for work. Look for
opportunities to upgrade for free, so
you can remove limits on the number of
users who can join a team or video call.
• When sharing tools and resources to help
people work remotely, avoid sending
download links via email. This could
lead to users falling for phishing emails.
Instead, make sure you provision tools
via a single-sign-on solution instead.
• Look at any policies you have set for access
to cloud applications to make sure they do
not block users who are working from home.
• Protect company data, while enabling
employees to be productive on their
personal device, using a Mobile
Device Management service.
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It is now a global imperative.
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Final thoughts
As workplaces evolve to allow for greater remote working, the cyber-threat landscape is expanding.
In this executive briefing, we have explored the pressing need for organizations to respond by
adopting secure, cloud-based identity management.
In the initial phase of COVID-19 restrictions, cybercriminals were quick to exploit new vulnerabilities as
firms rushed to maintain operations via remote working. Security was deprioritized in the urgency to
get people connected and productive from home offices. Meanwhile, there was a corresponding spike
in phishing, malware, and other cyberattacks as criminals sought to extract valuable data from those
remote employees.
Now, as organizations rethink their long-term approach to work (with remote work becoming a
permanent option), they are also rethinking their approach to security. To protect data in the cloud and
control access to Software-as-a-Service applications, organizations must focus less on the traditional
physical network and implement a robust cloud-based identity management strategy—which provides
the assurance that people are who they say they are.

As traditional network
boundaries expand into
the cloud, the starting
point of security now
must be the identity of
your users.
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A strong alliance to simplify your security
Microsoft and KPMG have extensive
experience in helping organizations
move their critical business operations
to the cloud.
Combining Microsoft’s advanced security
technologies, such as Azure Security
Center, with KPMG’s cyber defense
and data governance capabilities, we
can advise, build, and implement a
bespoke solution for your needs.
Our alliance aims to reduce
cyber risks, maintain data control,
and empower remote users to
stay productive.

Why Microsoft and KPMG?
People

Global, local

Our respective cybersecurity teams
include recognized industry leaders
and experienced professionals.

Between Microsoft and KPMG’s worldwide
reach, we’re able to work in a consistent manner
with global organizations and their entities
across multiple territories at a local level.

Experience
We have supported and advised clients
on niche security, compliance and identity
management challenges in many complex
and highly regulated industries.

Approach
Using a tried and tested proprietary approach,
Microsoft and KPMG professionals can
help cut through complexity and expedite
your information security activities.
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Take a cybersecurity assessment
We’ll help you understand and enhance your security operations by assessing your current state,
identifying gaps and providing recommendations for improvement.
We can then work with you throughout the implementation phase to enable you to consistently manage
your new security approach across all operations.
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Assess

Design

Build

Operate

Assessments carried
out to determine
current state.

A custom SecOps
transformation program
tailormade for you.

Seamless customization
and integration tailored to your
environment and requirements.

Training, incident response,
tuning, threat hunting
and operations.

To schedule your assessment, please contact:

Paul van de Haar

Timothy Wood

Oguzhan Filizlibay

Oskar Nilsson

pvandehaar1@kpmg.com
+971 56 597 7707
linkedin.com/in/paulvandehaar/

timothywood@kpmg.com
+971 56 409 6842
linkedin.com/in/timwood1/

oguzhanf@microsoft.com
+971 55 960 2544
linkedin.com/in/oguzhan/

osnils@microsoft.com
+971 58 946 5775
linkedin.com/in/oskrnlsn/
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